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AMC ENGINREEING COLLEGE 

MODULE 1  

1. .Write a neat diagram ,explain the working principle of photocoupler. 

2. .Write a note on light emitting diode. 

3. .Explain with neat diagram , the construction,  working principle and 

characteristics equation of photodiode . 

4. .With a neat waveform and circuit diagram , explain the working of 

monostable multivibrator. 

5. .Explain with neat diagram R-2R ladder type DAC and derive the expression 

for Vo. 

 

MODULE 2 

1..Realize basic gates using only NAND gates and only NOR gates  

2..Give simplified logic equation of y = €m(1,2,3,10,11,12,13,14,15) using Quine-

Me clunky method. 

3..Find The minimal sum and product using k-map. 

     F(a,b,c,d)= €m(6,7,9,10,13) +d(1,4,5,11) 

4..Minimize the following function for POS using kmap and realize it by using basic 

gates f(a,b,c,d)=piM(0,1,6 ,8,11,12) + d(3,7,4,15) 

5..Minimize the following function for SOP using K-map  and implement it using 

basic gates. 

F(a,b,c,d)= pi M( 5,7,13,14,15) + d(1,2,3,9) 

MODULE 3 

1. .With a neat diagram , explain 3 to 8 line decoder . 

2. .Construct 32:1 MUX and 2:4 decoder . 

3. .Design 7 segment decoder and realize using PLA 



4. .Explain with neat diagram static hazard 0 and its recover method . Implement 

the following function using 3×4×2 PLA 

5. .Design a 4 to 1 MUX , using conditional assign and case statements. 

MODULE 4 

1. . Explain with a neat diagram , VHDL program structure . 

2. . Construct SR gates latch using NAND gates and derive the characteristics 

equation for the same . 

3. .Explain T-flipflop with characteristics equation.  

4. .Write VHDL code for 4 bit adder . 

5. .Explain the application of SR latch in which debouncing technique. 

 

 

MODULE 5 

1. .With neat diagram , explain 4 bit parallel adder with accumulator . 

2. . With diagram explain 4 bit SISO register . 

3. . Write a note on Johnson tail counter . 

4. . Design Mod 5 counter using JK flip-flop. 

5. . Explain 4 bit PIPO shift register with block diagram . 

6. . Write a note on ring counter . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



MODULE 1 

1.Define software engineering.Bring out the difference between generic and bespoke software.list 

software engineering attributes. 

2.Explain incremental development process model with a neat block diagram.List its benefits and 

problems. 

3.Illustrate requirement engineering process with a neat block diagram . 

4.Explain the IEEE standard requirements with its structures. 

5.What is software enginerring.Explain software engineering code of ethics. 

MODULE 2 

1.Define object orientation,list and explain the aspects of object orientation approach. 

2..List and explain the object oriented theory which supports object oriented technology. 

3.Briefly explain links association,odering bags and sequences with an example each. 

4.Explian Generalization and inheritance with an example each. 

5.Explain the following important terms with example. 

i.Identity 

ii.classification 

iii.inheritence 

iv.polymorphism 

 

MODULE 3 

1.What is system modeling.Explain the different prospective that the system model developed. 

2.Illustrate sequence diagram with an example to view patient information. 

3.Explain event driven model with a state diagram of microwave oven application. 

4.Define,design patterns.Briefly explain the essential elements of design pattern. 

5.Explain open source development in detail. 

MODULE 4  



1.Discuss test driven development with its process and list its benefits. 

2.Explain software evolution process with neat block diagram. 

3.discuss Lehurans law of program evolution dynamics. 

4.Explain reengineering process with a neat block diagram. 

5.Describe the 3 types of software maintaince.Why is it sometimes difficult to distinguish between 

them. 

MODULE 5 

1.Discuss project plan.Explain the various sections of project plan. 

2.With a neat diagram explain project scheduling process. 

3.Discuss software qualities and its attributes.Explain process based quality. 

4.Explain software reviews and inspections of quality assurance. 

5.Write any 4 product and process standards. 
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MODULE 1 

1. What is operating systems? Explain multiprogramming and time sharing systems. 

2. Explain dual mode operating in operating with a neat block diagram. 

3. What are system cells? Briefly point out its types. 

4. Explain process states with state transition diagram. Also explain PCB with neat labelled diagram. 

5. With a neat labelled diagram,  explain the concept of virtual machines. 

MODULE 2 

1. What are monitors ? Explain its usage and implementation. 

2. Explain Reader. Write problem with semaphore in detail. 

3. Explain multithreading models. 

4. Define semaphore. Explain its usage and implementation. 

5. Is CPU scheduling necessary? Discuss the five different scheduling criteria used in computing 

scheduling mechanism.  

MODULE 3 

1. What is deadlock ?What are necessary conditions in operating system must satisfy for a deadlock to 

occur. 

2. What is resource allocating graph ?Explain how RAG is very useful in describing deadly embrace by 

considering own example. 

3. What is Translation load aside buffer ?Explain TLB in detail with a simple paging system and a neat 

labelled diagram. 

4. Given the memory partitions of 100k,500k,200k,300k and 600k apply first fit,best fit and worst fit 

algorithms to place 212k,417k,112k and 426k. 

5. Describe both internal and external fragmentation problems encountered in a contiguous memory 

allocation scheme. 

MODULE 4 

1. Explain Demand paging system. 

2. What is thrashing ? How can it be controlled ? 

3. Explain briefly the various operations performed on files. 

4. Explain the various access methods of files. 

5. Explain various allocation methods in implementing file systems. 

MODULE 5 

1. Explain the various disc scheduling algorithm with an example. 

2. Explain access matrix method of system protection. 

3. With a neat labelled diagram explain detail components of a Linux system. 

4. Explain the different IPC mechanisms available in Linux. 

5. Explain process scheduling in Linux. 
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OBJECT ORIENTED CONCEPTS 

                                                               sub code:16CS45 

MODULE 1 

 1 . How do namespaces helps in preventing pollution of the global namespace.                                                                                        

 2 .List and explain any four features of object oriented program 

3 .Explain the following terms 

i) Access specifiers 

ii) Polymorphism 

4 .Can you overload constructor and destructor? Justify with suitable example. 

(05 marks) 

5 .Define friend function. Explain how one can bridge two classes using friend 

Function. Write a C++ program to find the sum of two numbers using friend 

Function. Assume two variables are present in two different class. (10 marks) 

6 .What is a reference variable? Explain. Also write a program in C++ to swap 

two variables of type complex and display the values before and after 

swapping.  

Module 2 

1 .How “ compile once and run anywhere” is implemented in Java, explain.  

2.Write a Java program to sum only first five elements of the array using for 

each loop.  

3 .Explain the operations of the following operators with example 

i) % 

 ii) >>>  

iii) &&  



iv) + (concatenation operator) 

 v) || 

4 .List and explain Java buzzwords. (10 marks) 

5 .What is type casting? Illustrate with an example, what is meant by 

automatic type casting. (05 marks) 

6 .How to declare and accept values for two dimensional arrays in Java.Explain 

with a suitable example. 

MODULE 3 

1  .Describe the various levels of access protections available for packages and 

their implications with suitable examples. (10 marks)  

2 .Compare and contrast method overloading and method overriding with 

suitable example. (06 marks) 

3 .Explain with example, when constructors are called in class hierarchy 

4 .Explain usage of super keyword in Java with suitable examples. 

5 .Define Exception. Write a program which contains one method which will 

throw IllegalAccessException and use proper exception handlers so that 

exception should be printed in the calling function.  

6 .Define and explain different types of inheritance in Java. 

MODULE 4 

1 .What is a thread? Explain different ways of creating a thread. (05 marks) 

2 .With syntax explain the use of isAlive( ) and Join( ) methods. (05 marks) 

3 .How synchronization can be achieved between threads in Java?Explain with 

an example. (10 marks) 

4 .Explain the role of synchronization in producer and consumer problem. (10 

marks) 



5 .What are the differences between suspending and stopping the threads? (05 

marks) 

6 .Explain the adaptor class with an example. (05 marks) 

MODULE 5 

1 .Discuss delegation event model with suitable example. (05 marks) 

2 .Explain with suitable example inner class (05 marks) 

3 .Explain JComboBox with example. (05 marks)  

4 .Explain the following with an example for each and syntax 

i) JLabel 

ii) JTextfield 

iii) JButton 

iv) JComboBox (10 marks) 

5 .Describe the two keys features of swings. (05 marks) 

6 .Create swing applet that has two buttons named beta and gamma. When 

either of the buttons pressed, it should display “beta pressed” and “gamma 

pressed” respectively. 
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COMPUTER NETWORS 

                                                                                  SUB CODE:18CS52 

MODULE 1 

1 .Explain client-server and Peer-to-Peer architecture 6Marks 

2 .Define Socket. Demonstrate the working of TCP Socket 8Marks 

3. Explain the working of BitTorrent for file distribution. 

4.Describe in detail the services offered by DNS and explain DNS message format. 

8Marks 

5. Compare HTTP and SMTP 4Marks 

6. With a diagram explain the interaction of the various DNS servers.  

MODULE 2 

1.Explain the concept of transport layer Multiplexing and De-multiplexing.  

2. With neat diagram, explain TCP segment structure and its fields. 6Marks 

3. Explain in brief, TCP congestion control mechanism. 

4.Explain the stop and wait protocol with FSM representation rdt2.1  

5. With neat diagram, explain Selective Repeat protocol. 6Marks 

6. Explain in brief, TCP connection Management process 

MODULE 3 

1. Explain the three switching techniques 6Marks 

2. Explain distance vector algorithm. 

3.With general format, explain various fields of IPv6. 6Marks 



4. List the broadcast routing algorithms. Explain any two of them 7Marks 

5. Explain the intra-AS routing protocol in detail 7Marks 

6.Explain router architecture 

MODULE 4 

1. What are the elements of network security? Explain the threats to network 

security. 8Marks 

2. Briefly explain the steps of DES algorithm. 6Marks 

3. Discuss about (i) Cryptographic techniques (ii) Authentication techniques  

4. Explain RSA algorithm. Using RSA algorithm encrypt a message m=9. Assume 

p=3 and q=11. Find the public and private keys and also show the cipher text. 

5.Discuss the Secure Hash Algorithm. 6Marks 

6. Write a note on firewalls. 6Marks 

MODULE 5 

1.Briefly explain the properties of Audio and Video 8Marks 

2. List the categories of streaming of stored video. Explain any one of them  

3.Explain the RTP protocol header fields  

4. With neat diagram explain CDN operation 8Marks 

5. Discuss the following (i) Adaptive Streaming (ii) DASH 8Marks 

6. Give the limitations of best effort IP service 
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DATA BASE MANAGEMENT 

                                                                              SUB CODE:18CS53 

MODULE 1 

1.Compare DBMS and early file systems bringing out the major advantages of the 

database approach. 6M 

2. With a neat block diagram, explain the architecture of a typical DBMS.  

3.Explain different types of user friendly interfaces and types of user who typically 

use EACH 

4.Define the following with an example: 

(i) Weak entity type (ii) participation constraint 

(iii)cardinality ratio (iv) recursive relationship (v) specialization 

5. Develop an ER diagram for keeping track of information about a company 

database taking into account atleast five entities. 

6.Draw an ER Diagram for University Database by considering at least 5 entities  

MODULE 2 

1.Define the following terms i) Key ii) Super key iii) Candidate key 

iv) Primary key v) Foreign key 

2. Consider the following COMPANY database 

 EMP(Name,SSN,Salary,SuperSSN,Gender,Dno) 

 DEPT(DNum,Dname,MgrSSN,Dno) 

 DEPT_LOC(Dnum,Dlocation) 

 DEPENDENT(ESSN,Dep_name,Sex) 



 WORKS_ON(ESSN,Pno,Hours) 

 PROJECT(Pname,Pnumber,Plocation,Dnum) 

Write the relational algebra queries for the following 

(i)Retrieve the name, address, salary of employees who work for the Research 

department. 

(ii) find the names of employees who work on all projects controlled by 

department number4. 

iii) Retrieve the SSN of all employees who either in department no :4 or directly 

supervise an employee who work in department number :4 

(iv) Retrieve the names of employees who have no dependents 

(v) Retrieve each department number, the number of employees in the 

department and their average salary. 

3. Summarize the steps involved in converting the ER constructs to 

corresponding relational tables. 

4.Explain with example basic constraints that can be specified when a database 

table is created. 

5.Write SQL syntax for the following with example: 

(i) SELECT 

(ii) ALTER 

(iii) UPDATE 

6.Consider the following relation schema 

Works(Pname,Cname,salary) 

Lives(Pname,Street,City) 



located_in (Cname, city) 

Manager(Pname,Mgrname) 

Write the SQL queries for the following 

i) Find the names of all persons who live in the city Bangalore. 

ii) Retrieve the names of all person of "Infosys" whose salary is between Rs .50000 

iii)Find the names of all persons who lives and work in the same city 

iv)List the names of the people who work for “Tech M” along with the cities they 

live in. 

v)Find the average salary of “Infosys” persons 

MODULE 3 

1.Explain the following constructs used in SQL with example: 

(i)Nested queries ii)Aggregate functions iii) Triggers iv)Views and their updability 

v)schema change statements 

2. What is Dynamic SQL? How it is different from Embedded SQL 10M 

3. Consider the following COMPANY database( 10 marks) 

 EMP(Name,SSN,Salary,SuperSSN,Dno) 

 DEPT(DNum,Dname,MgrSSN,Dno) 

 DEPT_LOC(Dnum,Dlocation) 

 DEPENDENT(ESSN,Dep_name,Sex) 

 WORKS_ON(ESSN,Pno,Hours) 

 PROJECT(Pname,Pnumber,Plocation,Dnum) 

Write the SQL queries for the following 



i) Retrieve the name of the employee who works with same department as ravi 

ii)Retrieve the number of dependents for an employee “Ravi” 

iii)Retrieve the name of the managers working in location “DELHI”who has no 

female 

dependents 

iv)List female employees from Dno=20 earning more than 50000 

v)List “CSE” department details 

4. What is SQLJ? How it is different from JDBC. 

5.Draw and explain 3-tier Architecture and technology relevant to each tier. Write 

the advantages of 3- tier architecture. 

6. Write a short note on 

 a)html forms b)Java scripts 

 c)CGI d)Application servers e)Servlets 

MODULE 4 

1.Explain insertion, deletion and modification anomalies. Why are they 

considered bad? Illustrate with example. 

2. Explain 1NF,2NF,3NF with example. 6M 

3. Consider the relation schema R(A,B,C,D,E,F) and the functional dependencies A-

>B,C->DF,AC->E, D->F.What is the primary key of this relation R?What is its 

highest normal form?Preserving the dependency,decompose R into third normal 

form. 

4.Define non-additive join property of a decomposition and write an algorithm for 

testing of non additive join property. 



5. Write the algorithm to find the minimal cover for a sets of FD’s Consider 

R={A,B,C,D,E,F} .FD’s {A->C,AC->D,E->AD,E->H} Find the irreducible cover for this 

set of FD’s(minimal cover) 

6.Given below are two sets of FD’s for a relation R(A,B,C,D,E).Are they equivalent? 

F={A->C,AC->D,E->AD,E->H} and G={A->CD,E->AH} 

MODULE 5 

1.Briefly discuss on the two phase locking protocol used in concurrency control. 

How does it gurantees serializability. 

2.Check whether given schedule is serializable or not using precedence graph. 

Explain with algorithm.  

S1:R1(X) R2(Z) R1(Z) R3(X) R3(Y) W1(X) W3( 

Y) R2(Y) W2(Z) W2(Y) 

3. Explain Basic time stamping algorithm  

4. Explain multi version concurrency control protocols.  

5. Write short notes on the following 

I. transaction rollback and cascading rollback. 

II. transaction support in SQL 

III. shadow paging 

IV. NO-UNDO/REDO Recovery Based on Deferred Update 

V. Recovery Techniques Based on Immediate Update 

6.Briefly explain Transaction Support in SQL  
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 MODULE-1 

1.Define cyber security? Explain the motives of cyber attack.  

2.use extended Euclidean algorithm to find inverse of 12 modulo 79?  

3.Distinguish between: 

• confusion and diffusion ciphers.  

• Block cipher and stream ciphers.  

4. With a near schematic, explain the single round of DES encryption model.  

5.List and explain the various types of vulnerability with common cyber attacks.  

 MODULE-2 

1.Explain RSA operation in detail.  

2.Explain public key cryptography standards(PKCS).  

3.Explain the working of Diffie -Hellman key exchange protocol.  

4.In a RSA system, it is given p=3, q=11, l=7, M=5, find  the cipher text ‘C' and also find message ‘m' from 

decryption.  

5.Define Hash function. Explain the construction of generic cryptographic Hash.  

   MODULE-3 

1.what is digital certificate? Explain the X-509 digital certificate format.  

2.what is secure socket layer? Explain SSL Handshake protocol.  

3.Explain Kerberos with message sequence.  

4.Distinguish shared secret – based authentication and Asymmetric key- based authentication.  

5.Explain Needham-Schroeder protocol version 1 and 2. 

   MODULE-4 

1.Explain function of Firewall.  

2.Explain DDOS attack prevention and detection.  

3.Explain authentication and master session key exchange in 802.11i?  

4.what is instruction detection system (IDS)? Explain different types of IDS.  



5.what is WS-security? Explain the various  types of WS- security.  

   MODULE-5 

1.List and explain the objectives and scope of IT Act.  

2.Explain the various offences and punishments on cyber crime.  

3.Discuss OFFENES defined as per IC Act 2000. 

4.what is information technology act? Discuss scope and objectives.  

5.Explain the process of attribution, acknowledgment and dispatch of electronic records.  
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MODULE 1 

1. . Briefly explain the binary of markup language. 

2. .write a note on XHTML and HTML5 

3. . with an example explain different levels of style sheets 

4. .List out the three types of links and explain them with an example. 

5. .Define CSS and list out its benefits with explanation 

 

MODULE 2 

1. . Discuss the difference between relative and absolute positioning . 

2. . What does floating an element do in CSS ?How do you float an element? 

3. . Explain with a neat diagram how form works ? Discuss about query string 

and micro formats 

4. . Identify the approaches to CSS layouts and explain them in detail 

5. . What is responsive design?why its important ? Explain in detail  

 

MODULE 3 

1. . Discuss the advantages and Disadvantages of client -side scripting . 

2. With a neat diagram , explain client and server script execution. 

3. Write a PHP program to greet the user based on time 

4. .What are s/w layers? What benefits do that provide ? Explain in detail  

5. Compare the server-side Technologies in detail 

 

MODULE 4 



1. . Explain $_GET and $_POST superglobal arrays . 

2. How do you read or write a file on the server from PHP ? Give example 

3. .How do you achieve data encapaulation in PHP? Give example  

4. .What are super global arrays? List and explain. 

5. . Explain with an example ,the two basic techniques to read/write files in 

PHP 

 

MODULE 5 

1. . What does $() short and stand form jQuery ? Explain any 3JQuery form   

selectors . 

2. What are HTTP cookies?How do you handle them in PHP? 

3. .Why is state is a problem for web applications? Explain . 

4. . What are cookies? What is the purpose of it ? Demonstrate cookies with 

PHP program. 

5. Discuss jQuery selectors in detail. 

6. Discuss the following  

        1.session cookies 2. Persistent cookies 3. Session state . 

 

 

7.  
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MODULE 1  

1. .Write a neat diagram ,explain the working principle of photocoupler. 

2. .Write a note on light emitting diode. 

3. .Explain with neat diagram , the construction,  working principle and 

characteristics equation of photodiode . 

4. .With a neat waveform and circuit diagram , explain the working of 

monostable multivibrator. 

5. .Explain with neat diagram R-2R ladder type DAC and derive the expression 

for Vo. 

 

MODULE 2 

1..Realize basic gates using only NAND gates and only NOR gates  

2..Give simplified logic equation of y = €m(1,2,3,10,11,12,13,14,15) using Quine-

Me clunky method. 

3..Find The minimal sum and product using k-map. 

     F(a,b,c,d)= €m(6,7,9,10,13) +d(1,4,5,11) 

4..Minimize the following function for POS using kmap and realize it by using basic 

gates f(a,b,c,d)=piM(0,1,6 ,8,11,12) + d(3,7,4,15) 

5..Minimize the following function for SOP using K-map  and implement it using 

basic gates. 

F(a,b,c,d)= pi M( 5,7,13,14,15) + d(1,2,3,9) 

MODULE 3 

1. .With a neat diagram , explain 3 to 8 line decoder . 

2. .Construct 32:1 MUX and 2:4 decoder . 

3. .Design 7 segment decoder and realize using PLA 



4. .Explain with neat diagram static hazard 0 and its recover method . Implement 

the following function using 3×4×2 PLA 

5. .Design a 4 to 1 MUX , using conditional assign and case statements. 

MODULE 4 

1. . Explain with a neat diagram , VHDL program structure . 

2. . Construct SR gates latch using NAND gates and derive the characteristics 

equation for the same . 

3. .Explain T-flipflop with characteristics equation.  

4. .Write VHDL code for 4 bit adder . 

5. .Explain the application of SR latch in which debouncing technique. 

 

 

MODULE 5 

1. .With neat diagram , explain 4 bit parallel adder with accumulator . 

2. . With diagram explain 4 bit SISO register . 

3. . Write a note on Johnson tail counter . 

4. . Design Mod 5 counter using JK flip-flop. 

5. . Explain 4 bit PIPO shift register with block diagram . 

6. . Write a note on ring counter . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



MODULE 1 

1.Define software engineering.Bring out the difference between generic and bespoke software.list 

software engineering attributes. 

2.Explain incremental development process model with a neat block diagram.List its benefits and 

problems. 

3.Illustrate requirement engineering process with a neat block diagram . 

4.Explain the IEEE standard requirements with its structures. 

5.What is software enginerring.Explain software engineering code of ethics. 

MODULE 2 

1.Define object orientation,list and explain the aspects of object orientation approach. 

2..List and explain the object oriented theory which supports object oriented technology. 

3.Briefly explain links association,odering bags and sequences with an example each. 

4.Explian Generalization and inheritance with an example each. 

5.Explain the following important terms with example. 

i.Identity 

ii.classification 

iii.inheritence 

iv.polymorphism 

 

MODULE 3 

1.What is system modeling.Explain the different prospective that the system model developed. 

2.Illustrate sequence diagram with an example to view patient information. 

3.Explain event driven model with a state diagram of microwave oven application. 

4.Define,design patterns.Briefly explain the essential elements of design pattern. 

5.Explain open source development in detail. 

MODULE 4  



1.Discuss test driven development with its process and list its benefits. 

2.Explain software evolution process with neat block diagram. 

3.discuss Lehurans law of program evolution dynamics. 

4.Explain reengineering process with a neat block diagram. 

5.Describe the 3 types of software maintaince.Why is it sometimes difficult to distinguish between 

them. 

MODULE 5 

1.Discuss project plan.Explain the various sections of project plan. 

2.With a neat diagram explain project scheduling process. 

3.Discuss software qualities and its attributes.Explain process based quality. 

4.Explain software reviews and inspections of quality assurance. 

5.Write any 4 product and process standards. 
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MODULE 1 

1. What is operating systems? Explain multiprogramming and time sharing systems. 

2. Explain dual mode operating in operating with a neat block diagram. 

3. What are system cells? Briefly point out its types. 

4. Explain process states with state transition diagram. Also explain PCB with neat labelled diagram. 

5. With a neat labelled diagram,  explain the concept of virtual machines. 

MODULE 2 

1. What are monitors ? Explain its usage and implementation. 

2. Explain Reader. Write problem with semaphore in detail. 

3. Explain multithreading models. 

4. Define semaphore. Explain its usage and implementation. 

5. Is CPU scheduling necessary? Discuss the five different scheduling criteria used in computing 

scheduling mechanism.  

MODULE 3 

1. What is deadlock ?What are necessary conditions in operating system must satisfy for a deadlock to 

occur. 

2. What is resource allocating graph ?Explain how RAG is very useful in describing deadly embrace by 

considering own example. 

3. What is Translation load aside buffer ?Explain TLB in detail with a simple paging system and a neat 

labelled diagram. 

4. Given the memory partitions of 100k,500k,200k,300k and 600k apply first fit,best fit and worst fit 

algorithms to place 212k,417k,112k and 426k. 

5. Describe both internal and external fragmentation problems encountered in a contiguous memory 

allocation scheme. 

MODULE 4 

1. Explain Demand paging system. 

2. What is thrashing ? How can it be controlled ? 

3. Explain briefly the various operations performed on files. 

4. Explain the various access methods of files. 

5. Explain various allocation methods in implementing file systems. 

MODULE 5 

1. Explain the various disc scheduling algorithm with an example. 

2. Explain access matrix method of system protection. 

3. With a neat labelled diagram explain detail components of a Linux system. 

4. Explain the different IPC mechanisms available in Linux. 

5. Explain process scheduling in Linux. 
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OBJECT ORIENTED CONCEPTS 

                                                               sub code:16CS45 

MODULE 1 

 1 . How do namespaces helps in preventing pollution of the global namespace.                                                                                        

 2 .List and explain any four features of object oriented program 

3 .Explain the following terms 

i) Access specifiers 

ii) Polymorphism 

4 .Can you overload constructor and destructor? Justify with suitable example. 

(05 marks) 

5 .Define friend function. Explain how one can bridge two classes using friend 

Function. Write a C++ program to find the sum of two numbers using friend 

Function. Assume two variables are present in two different class. (10 marks) 

6 .What is a reference variable? Explain. Also write a program in C++ to swap 

two variables of type complex and display the values before and after 

swapping.  

Module 2 

1 .How “ compile once and run anywhere” is implemented in Java, explain.  

2.Write a Java program to sum only first five elements of the array using for 

each loop.  

3 .Explain the operations of the following operators with example 

i) % 

 ii) >>>  

iii) &&  



iv) + (concatenation operator) 

 v) || 

4 .List and explain Java buzzwords. (10 marks) 

5 .What is type casting? Illustrate with an example, what is meant by 

automatic type casting. (05 marks) 

6 .How to declare and accept values for two dimensional arrays in Java.Explain 

with a suitable example. 

MODULE 3 

1  .Describe the various levels of access protections available for packages and 

their implications with suitable examples. (10 marks)  

2 .Compare and contrast method overloading and method overriding with 

suitable example. (06 marks) 

3 .Explain with example, when constructors are called in class hierarchy 

4 .Explain usage of super keyword in Java with suitable examples. 

5 .Define Exception. Write a program which contains one method which will 

throw IllegalAccessException and use proper exception handlers so that 

exception should be printed in the calling function.  

6 .Define and explain different types of inheritance in Java. 

MODULE 4 

1 .What is a thread? Explain different ways of creating a thread. (05 marks) 

2 .With syntax explain the use of isAlive( ) and Join( ) methods. (05 marks) 

3 .How synchronization can be achieved between threads in Java?Explain with 

an example. (10 marks) 

4 .Explain the role of synchronization in producer and consumer problem. (10 

marks) 



5 .What are the differences between suspending and stopping the threads? (05 

marks) 

6 .Explain the adaptor class with an example. (05 marks) 

MODULE 5 

1 .Discuss delegation event model with suitable example. (05 marks) 

2 .Explain with suitable example inner class (05 marks) 

3 .Explain JComboBox with example. (05 marks)  

4 .Explain the following with an example for each and syntax 

i) JLabel 

ii) JTextfield 

iii) JButton 

iv) JComboBox (10 marks) 

5 .Describe the two keys features of swings. (05 marks) 

6 .Create swing applet that has two buttons named beta and gamma. When 

either of the buttons pressed, it should display “beta pressed” and “gamma 

pressed” respectively. 
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MODULE 1 

1 .Explain client-server and Peer-to-Peer architecture 6Marks 

2 .Define Socket. Demonstrate the working of TCP Socket 8Marks 

3. Explain the working of BitTorrent for file distribution. 

4.Describe in detail the services offered by DNS and explain DNS message format. 

8Marks 

5. Compare HTTP and SMTP 4Marks 

6. With a diagram explain the interaction of the various DNS servers.  

MODULE 2 

1.Explain the concept of transport layer Multiplexing and De-multiplexing.  

2. With neat diagram, explain TCP segment structure and its fields. 6Marks 

3. Explain in brief, TCP congestion control mechanism. 

4.Explain the stop and wait protocol with FSM representation rdt2.1  

5. With neat diagram, explain Selective Repeat protocol. 6Marks 

6. Explain in brief, TCP connection Management process 

MODULE 3 

1. Explain the three switching techniques 6Marks 

2. Explain distance vector algorithm. 

3.With general format, explain various fields of IPv6. 6Marks 



4. List the broadcast routing algorithms. Explain any two of them 7Marks 

5. Explain the intra-AS routing protocol in detail 7Marks 

6.Explain router architecture 

MODULE 4 

1. What are the elements of network security? Explain the threats to network 

security. 8Marks 

2. Briefly explain the steps of DES algorithm. 6Marks 

3. Discuss about (i) Cryptographic techniques (ii) Authentication techniques  

4. Explain RSA algorithm. Using RSA algorithm encrypt a message m=9. Assume 

p=3 and q=11. Find the public and private keys and also show the cipher text. 

5.Discuss the Secure Hash Algorithm. 6Marks 

6. Write a note on firewalls. 6Marks 

MODULE 5 

1.Briefly explain the properties of Audio and Video 8Marks 

2. List the categories of streaming of stored video. Explain any one of them  

3.Explain the RTP protocol header fields  

4. With neat diagram explain CDN operation 8Marks 

5. Discuss the following (i) Adaptive Streaming (ii) DASH 8Marks 

6. Give the limitations of best effort IP service 
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MODULE 1 

1.Compare DBMS and early file systems bringing out the major advantages of the 

database approach. 6M 

2. With a neat block diagram, explain the architecture of a typical DBMS.  

3.Explain different types of user friendly interfaces and types of user who typically 

use EACH 

4.Define the following with an example: 

(i) Weak entity type (ii) participation constraint 

(iii)cardinality ratio (iv) recursive relationship (v) specialization 

5. Develop an ER diagram for keeping track of information about a company 

database taking into account atleast five entities. 

6.Draw an ER Diagram for University Database by considering at least 5 entities  

MODULE 2 

1.Define the following terms i) Key ii) Super key iii) Candidate key 

iv) Primary key v) Foreign key 

2. Consider the following COMPANY database 

 EMP(Name,SSN,Salary,SuperSSN,Gender,Dno) 

 DEPT(DNum,Dname,MgrSSN,Dno) 

 DEPT_LOC(Dnum,Dlocation) 

 DEPENDENT(ESSN,Dep_name,Sex) 



 WORKS_ON(ESSN,Pno,Hours) 

 PROJECT(Pname,Pnumber,Plocation,Dnum) 

Write the relational algebra queries for the following 

(i)Retrieve the name, address, salary of employees who work for the Research 

department. 

(ii) find the names of employees who work on all projects controlled by 

department number4. 

iii) Retrieve the SSN of all employees who either in department no :4 or directly 

supervise an employee who work in department number :4 

(iv) Retrieve the names of employees who have no dependents 

(v) Retrieve each department number, the number of employees in the 

department and their average salary. 

3. Summarize the steps involved in converting the ER constructs to 

corresponding relational tables. 

4.Explain with example basic constraints that can be specified when a database 

table is created. 

5.Write SQL syntax for the following with example: 

(i) SELECT 

(ii) ALTER 

(iii) UPDATE 

6.Consider the following relation schema 

Works(Pname,Cname,salary) 

Lives(Pname,Street,City) 



located_in (Cname, city) 

Manager(Pname,Mgrname) 

Write the SQL queries for the following 

i) Find the names of all persons who live in the city Bangalore. 

ii) Retrieve the names of all person of "Infosys" whose salary is between Rs .50000 

iii)Find the names of all persons who lives and work in the same city 

iv)List the names of the people who work for “Tech M” along with the cities they 

live in. 

v)Find the average salary of “Infosys” persons 

MODULE 3 

1.Explain the following constructs used in SQL with example: 

(i)Nested queries ii)Aggregate functions iii) Triggers iv)Views and their updability 

v)schema change statements 

2. What is Dynamic SQL? How it is different from Embedded SQL 10M 

3. Consider the following COMPANY database( 10 marks) 

 EMP(Name,SSN,Salary,SuperSSN,Dno) 

 DEPT(DNum,Dname,MgrSSN,Dno) 

 DEPT_LOC(Dnum,Dlocation) 

 DEPENDENT(ESSN,Dep_name,Sex) 

 WORKS_ON(ESSN,Pno,Hours) 

 PROJECT(Pname,Pnumber,Plocation,Dnum) 

Write the SQL queries for the following 



i) Retrieve the name of the employee who works with same department as ravi 

ii)Retrieve the number of dependents for an employee “Ravi” 

iii)Retrieve the name of the managers working in location “DELHI”who has no 

female 

dependents 

iv)List female employees from Dno=20 earning more than 50000 

v)List “CSE” department details 

4. What is SQLJ? How it is different from JDBC. 

5.Draw and explain 3-tier Architecture and technology relevant to each tier. Write 

the advantages of 3- tier architecture. 

6. Write a short note on 

 a)html forms b)Java scripts 

 c)CGI d)Application servers e)Servlets 

MODULE 4 

1.Explain insertion, deletion and modification anomalies. Why are they 

considered bad? Illustrate with example. 

2. Explain 1NF,2NF,3NF with example. 6M 

3. Consider the relation schema R(A,B,C,D,E,F) and the functional dependencies A-

>B,C->DF,AC->E, D->F.What is the primary key of this relation R?What is its 

highest normal form?Preserving the dependency,decompose R into third normal 

form. 

4.Define non-additive join property of a decomposition and write an algorithm for 

testing of non additive join property. 



5. Write the algorithm to find the minimal cover for a sets of FD’s Consider 

R={A,B,C,D,E,F} .FD’s {A->C,AC->D,E->AD,E->H} Find the irreducible cover for this 

set of FD’s(minimal cover) 

6.Given below are two sets of FD’s for a relation R(A,B,C,D,E).Are they equivalent? 

F={A->C,AC->D,E->AD,E->H} and G={A->CD,E->AH} 

MODULE 5 

1.Briefly discuss on the two phase locking protocol used in concurrency control. 

How does it gurantees serializability. 

2.Check whether given schedule is serializable or not using precedence graph. 

Explain with algorithm.  

S1:R1(X) R2(Z) R1(Z) R3(X) R3(Y) W1(X) W3( 

Y) R2(Y) W2(Z) W2(Y) 

3. Explain Basic time stamping algorithm  

4. Explain multi version concurrency control protocols.  

5. Write short notes on the following 

I. transaction rollback and cascading rollback. 

II. transaction support in SQL 

III. shadow paging 

IV. NO-UNDO/REDO Recovery Based on Deferred Update 

V. Recovery Techniques Based on Immediate Update 

6.Briefly explain Transaction Support in SQL  
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 MODULE-1 

1.Define cyber security? Explain the motives of cyber attack.  

2.use extended Euclidean algorithm to find inverse of 12 modulo 79?  

3.Distinguish between: 

• confusion and diffusion ciphers.  

• Block cipher and stream ciphers.  

4. With a near schematic, explain the single round of DES encryption model.  

5.List and explain the various types of vulnerability with common cyber attacks.  

 MODULE-2 

1.Explain RSA operation in detail.  

2.Explain public key cryptography standards(PKCS).  

3.Explain the working of Diffie -Hellman key exchange protocol.  

4.In a RSA system, it is given p=3, q=11, l=7, M=5, find  the cipher text ‘C' and also find message ‘m' from 

decryption.  

5.Define Hash function. Explain the construction of generic cryptographic Hash.  

   MODULE-3 

1.what is digital certificate? Explain the X-509 digital certificate format.  

2.what is secure socket layer? Explain SSL Handshake protocol.  

3.Explain Kerberos with message sequence.  

4.Distinguish shared secret – based authentication and Asymmetric key- based authentication.  

5.Explain Needham-Schroeder protocol version 1 and 2. 

   MODULE-4 

1.Explain function of Firewall.  

2.Explain DDOS attack prevention and detection.  

3.Explain authentication and master session key exchange in 802.11i?  

4.what is instruction detection system (IDS)? Explain different types of IDS.  



5.what is WS-security? Explain the various  types of WS- security.  

   MODULE-5 

1.List and explain the objectives and scope of IT Act.  

2.Explain the various offences and punishments on cyber crime.  

3.Discuss OFFENES defined as per IC Act 2000. 

4.what is information technology act? Discuss scope and objectives.  

5.Explain the process of attribution, acknowledgment and dispatch of electronic records.  
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MODULE 1 

1. . Briefly explain the binary of markup language. 

2. .write a note on XHTML and HTML5 

3. . with an example explain different levels of style sheets 

4. .List out the three types of links and explain them with an example. 

5. .Define CSS and list out its benefits with explanation 

 

MODULE 2 

1. . Discuss the difference between relative and absolute positioning . 

2. . What does floating an element do in CSS ?How do you float an element? 

3. . Explain with a neat diagram how form works ? Discuss about query string 

and micro formats 

4. . Identify the approaches to CSS layouts and explain them in detail 

5. . What is responsive design?why its important ? Explain in detail  

 

MODULE 3 

1. . Discuss the advantages and Disadvantages of client -side scripting . 

2. With a neat diagram , explain client and server script execution. 

3. Write a PHP program to greet the user based on time 

4. .What are s/w layers? What benefits do that provide ? Explain in detail  

5. Compare the server-side Technologies in detail 

 

MODULE 4 



1. . Explain $_GET and $_POST superglobal arrays . 

2. How do you read or write a file on the server from PHP ? Give example 

3. .How do you achieve data encapaulation in PHP? Give example  

4. .What are super global arrays? List and explain. 

5. . Explain with an example ,the two basic techniques to read/write files in 

PHP 

 

MODULE 5 

1. . What does $() short and stand form jQuery ? Explain any 3JQuery form   

selectors . 

2. What are HTTP cookies?How do you handle them in PHP? 

3. .Why is state is a problem for web applications? Explain . 

4. . What are cookies? What is the purpose of it ? Demonstrate cookies with 

PHP program. 

5. Discuss jQuery selectors in detail. 

6. Discuss the following  

        1.session cookies 2. Persistent cookies 3. Session state . 

 

 

7.  
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MODULE 1  

1. .Write a neat diagram ,explain the working principle of photocoupler. 

2. .Write a note on light emitting diode. 

3. .Explain with neat diagram , the construction,  working principle and 

characteristics equation of photodiode . 

4. .With a neat waveform and circuit diagram , explain the working of 

monostable multivibrator. 

5. .Explain with neat diagram R-2R ladder type DAC and derive the expression 

for Vo. 

 

MODULE 2 

1..Realize basic gates using only NAND gates and only NOR gates  

2..Give simplified logic equation of y = €m(1,2,3,10,11,12,13,14,15) using Quine-

Me clunky method. 

3..Find The minimal sum and product using k-map. 

     F(a,b,c,d)= €m(6,7,9,10,13) +d(1,4,5,11) 

4..Minimize the following function for POS using kmap and realize it by using basic 

gates f(a,b,c,d)=piM(0,1,6 ,8,11,12) + d(3,7,4,15) 

5..Minimize the following function for SOP using K-map  and implement it using 

basic gates. 

F(a,b,c,d)= pi M( 5,7,13,14,15) + d(1,2,3,9) 

MODULE 3 

1. .With a neat diagram , explain 3 to 8 line decoder . 

2. .Construct 32:1 MUX and 2:4 decoder . 

3. .Design 7 segment decoder and realize using PLA 



4. .Explain with neat diagram static hazard 0 and its recover method . Implement 

the following function using 3×4×2 PLA 

5. .Design a 4 to 1 MUX , using conditional assign and case statements. 

MODULE 4 

1. . Explain with a neat diagram , VHDL program structure . 

2. . Construct SR gates latch using NAND gates and derive the characteristics 

equation for the same . 

3. .Explain T-flipflop with characteristics equation.  

4. .Write VHDL code for 4 bit adder . 

5. .Explain the application of SR latch in which debouncing technique. 

 

 

MODULE 5 

1. .With neat diagram , explain 4 bit parallel adder with accumulator . 

2. . With diagram explain 4 bit SISO register . 

3. . Write a note on Johnson tail counter . 

4. . Design Mod 5 counter using JK flip-flop. 

5. . Explain 4 bit PIPO shift register with block diagram . 

6. . Write a note on ring counter . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



MODULE 1 

1.Define software engineering.Bring out the difference between generic and bespoke software.list 

software engineering attributes. 

2.Explain incremental development process model with a neat block diagram.List its benefits and 

problems. 

3.Illustrate requirement engineering process with a neat block diagram . 

4.Explain the IEEE standard requirements with its structures. 

5.What is software enginerring.Explain software engineering code of ethics. 

MODULE 2 

1.Define object orientation,list and explain the aspects of object orientation approach. 

2..List and explain the object oriented theory which supports object oriented technology. 

3.Briefly explain links association,odering bags and sequences with an example each. 

4.Explian Generalization and inheritance with an example each. 

5.Explain the following important terms with example. 

i.Identity 

ii.classification 

iii.inheritence 

iv.polymorphism 

 

MODULE 3 

1.What is system modeling.Explain the different prospective that the system model developed. 

2.Illustrate sequence diagram with an example to view patient information. 

3.Explain event driven model with a state diagram of microwave oven application. 

4.Define,design patterns.Briefly explain the essential elements of design pattern. 

5.Explain open source development in detail. 

MODULE 4  



1.Discuss test driven development with its process and list its benefits. 

2.Explain software evolution process with neat block diagram. 

3.discuss Lehurans law of program evolution dynamics. 

4.Explain reengineering process with a neat block diagram. 

5.Describe the 3 types of software maintaince.Why is it sometimes difficult to distinguish between 

them. 

MODULE 5 

1.Discuss project plan.Explain the various sections of project plan. 

2.With a neat diagram explain project scheduling process. 

3.Discuss software qualities and its attributes.Explain process based quality. 

4.Explain software reviews and inspections of quality assurance. 

5.Write any 4 product and process standards. 
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MODULE 1 

1. What is operating systems? Explain multiprogramming and time sharing systems. 

2. Explain dual mode operating in operating with a neat block diagram. 

3. What are system cells? Briefly point out its types. 

4. Explain process states with state transition diagram. Also explain PCB with neat labelled diagram. 

5. With a neat labelled diagram,  explain the concept of virtual machines. 

MODULE 2 

1. What are monitors ? Explain its usage and implementation. 

2. Explain Reader. Write problem with semaphore in detail. 

3. Explain multithreading models. 

4. Define semaphore. Explain its usage and implementation. 

5. Is CPU scheduling necessary? Discuss the five different scheduling criteria used in computing 

scheduling mechanism.  

MODULE 3 

1. What is deadlock ?What are necessary conditions in operating system must satisfy for a deadlock to 

occur. 

2. What is resource allocating graph ?Explain how RAG is very useful in describing deadly embrace by 

considering own example. 

3. What is Translation load aside buffer ?Explain TLB in detail with a simple paging system and a neat 

labelled diagram. 

4. Given the memory partitions of 100k,500k,200k,300k and 600k apply first fit,best fit and worst fit 

algorithms to place 212k,417k,112k and 426k. 

5. Describe both internal and external fragmentation problems encountered in a contiguous memory 

allocation scheme. 

MODULE 4 

1. Explain Demand paging system. 

2. What is thrashing ? How can it be controlled ? 

3. Explain briefly the various operations performed on files. 

4. Explain the various access methods of files. 

5. Explain various allocation methods in implementing file systems. 

MODULE 5 

1. Explain the various disc scheduling algorithm with an example. 

2. Explain access matrix method of system protection. 

3. With a neat labelled diagram explain detail components of a Linux system. 

4. Explain the different IPC mechanisms available in Linux. 

5. Explain process scheduling in Linux. 
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MODULE 1 

 1 . How do namespaces helps in preventing pollution of the global namespace.                                                                                        

 2 .List and explain any four features of object oriented program 

3 .Explain the following terms 

i) Access specifiers 

ii) Polymorphism 

4 .Can you overload constructor and destructor? Justify with suitable example. 

(05 marks) 

5 .Define friend function. Explain how one can bridge two classes using friend 

Function. Write a C++ program to find the sum of two numbers using friend 

Function. Assume two variables are present in two different class. (10 marks) 

6 .What is a reference variable? Explain. Also write a program in C++ to swap 

two variables of type complex and display the values before and after 

swapping.  

Module 2 

1 .How “ compile once and run anywhere” is implemented in Java, explain.  

2.Write a Java program to sum only first five elements of the array using for 

each loop.  

3 .Explain the operations of the following operators with example 

i) % 

 ii) >>>  

iii) &&  



iv) + (concatenation operator) 

 v) || 

4 .List and explain Java buzzwords. (10 marks) 

5 .What is type casting? Illustrate with an example, what is meant by 

automatic type casting. (05 marks) 

6 .How to declare and accept values for two dimensional arrays in Java.Explain 

with a suitable example. 

MODULE 3 

1  .Describe the various levels of access protections available for packages and 

their implications with suitable examples. (10 marks)  

2 .Compare and contrast method overloading and method overriding with 

suitable example. (06 marks) 

3 .Explain with example, when constructors are called in class hierarchy 

4 .Explain usage of super keyword in Java with suitable examples. 

5 .Define Exception. Write a program which contains one method which will 

throw IllegalAccessException and use proper exception handlers so that 

exception should be printed in the calling function.  

6 .Define and explain different types of inheritance in Java. 

MODULE 4 

1 .What is a thread? Explain different ways of creating a thread. (05 marks) 

2 .With syntax explain the use of isAlive( ) and Join( ) methods. (05 marks) 

3 .How synchronization can be achieved between threads in Java?Explain with 

an example. (10 marks) 

4 .Explain the role of synchronization in producer and consumer problem. (10 

marks) 



5 .What are the differences between suspending and stopping the threads? (05 

marks) 

6 .Explain the adaptor class with an example. (05 marks) 

MODULE 5 

1 .Discuss delegation event model with suitable example. (05 marks) 

2 .Explain with suitable example inner class (05 marks) 

3 .Explain JComboBox with example. (05 marks)  

4 .Explain the following with an example for each and syntax 

i) JLabel 

ii) JTextfield 

iii) JButton 

iv) JComboBox (10 marks) 

5 .Describe the two keys features of swings. (05 marks) 

6 .Create swing applet that has two buttons named beta and gamma. When 

either of the buttons pressed, it should display “beta pressed” and “gamma 

pressed” respectively. 
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MODULE 1 

1 .Explain client-server and Peer-to-Peer architecture 6Marks 

2 .Define Socket. Demonstrate the working of TCP Socket 8Marks 

3. Explain the working of BitTorrent for file distribution. 

4.Describe in detail the services offered by DNS and explain DNS message format. 

8Marks 

5. Compare HTTP and SMTP 4Marks 

6. With a diagram explain the interaction of the various DNS servers.  

MODULE 2 

1.Explain the concept of transport layer Multiplexing and De-multiplexing.  

2. With neat diagram, explain TCP segment structure and its fields. 6Marks 

3. Explain in brief, TCP congestion control mechanism. 

4.Explain the stop and wait protocol with FSM representation rdt2.1  

5. With neat diagram, explain Selective Repeat protocol. 6Marks 

6. Explain in brief, TCP connection Management process 

MODULE 3 

1. Explain the three switching techniques 6Marks 

2. Explain distance vector algorithm. 

3.With general format, explain various fields of IPv6. 6Marks 



4. List the broadcast routing algorithms. Explain any two of them 7Marks 

5. Explain the intra-AS routing protocol in detail 7Marks 

6.Explain router architecture 

MODULE 4 

1. What are the elements of network security? Explain the threats to network 

security. 8Marks 

2. Briefly explain the steps of DES algorithm. 6Marks 

3. Discuss about (i) Cryptographic techniques (ii) Authentication techniques  

4. Explain RSA algorithm. Using RSA algorithm encrypt a message m=9. Assume 

p=3 and q=11. Find the public and private keys and also show the cipher text. 

5.Discuss the Secure Hash Algorithm. 6Marks 

6. Write a note on firewalls. 6Marks 

MODULE 5 

1.Briefly explain the properties of Audio and Video 8Marks 

2. List the categories of streaming of stored video. Explain any one of them  

3.Explain the RTP protocol header fields  

4. With neat diagram explain CDN operation 8Marks 

5. Discuss the following (i) Adaptive Streaming (ii) DASH 8Marks 

6. Give the limitations of best effort IP service 
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MODULE 1 

1.Compare DBMS and early file systems bringing out the major advantages of the 

database approach. 6M 

2. With a neat block diagram, explain the architecture of a typical DBMS.  

3.Explain different types of user friendly interfaces and types of user who typically 

use EACH 

4.Define the following with an example: 

(i) Weak entity type (ii) participation constraint 

(iii)cardinality ratio (iv) recursive relationship (v) specialization 

5. Develop an ER diagram for keeping track of information about a company 

database taking into account atleast five entities. 

6.Draw an ER Diagram for University Database by considering at least 5 entities  

MODULE 2 

1.Define the following terms i) Key ii) Super key iii) Candidate key 

iv) Primary key v) Foreign key 

2. Consider the following COMPANY database 

 EMP(Name,SSN,Salary,SuperSSN,Gender,Dno) 

 DEPT(DNum,Dname,MgrSSN,Dno) 

 DEPT_LOC(Dnum,Dlocation) 

 DEPENDENT(ESSN,Dep_name,Sex) 



 WORKS_ON(ESSN,Pno,Hours) 

 PROJECT(Pname,Pnumber,Plocation,Dnum) 

Write the relational algebra queries for the following 

(i)Retrieve the name, address, salary of employees who work for the Research 

department. 

(ii) find the names of employees who work on all projects controlled by 

department number4. 

iii) Retrieve the SSN of all employees who either in department no :4 or directly 

supervise an employee who work in department number :4 

(iv) Retrieve the names of employees who have no dependents 

(v) Retrieve each department number, the number of employees in the 

department and their average salary. 

3. Summarize the steps involved in converting the ER constructs to 

corresponding relational tables. 

4.Explain with example basic constraints that can be specified when a database 

table is created. 

5.Write SQL syntax for the following with example: 

(i) SELECT 

(ii) ALTER 

(iii) UPDATE 

6.Consider the following relation schema 

Works(Pname,Cname,salary) 

Lives(Pname,Street,City) 



located_in (Cname, city) 

Manager(Pname,Mgrname) 

Write the SQL queries for the following 

i) Find the names of all persons who live in the city Bangalore. 

ii) Retrieve the names of all person of "Infosys" whose salary is between Rs .50000 

iii)Find the names of all persons who lives and work in the same city 

iv)List the names of the people who work for “Tech M” along with the cities they 

live in. 

v)Find the average salary of “Infosys” persons 

MODULE 3 

1.Explain the following constructs used in SQL with example: 

(i)Nested queries ii)Aggregate functions iii) Triggers iv)Views and their updability 

v)schema change statements 

2. What is Dynamic SQL? How it is different from Embedded SQL 10M 

3. Consider the following COMPANY database( 10 marks) 

 EMP(Name,SSN,Salary,SuperSSN,Dno) 

 DEPT(DNum,Dname,MgrSSN,Dno) 

 DEPT_LOC(Dnum,Dlocation) 

 DEPENDENT(ESSN,Dep_name,Sex) 

 WORKS_ON(ESSN,Pno,Hours) 

 PROJECT(Pname,Pnumber,Plocation,Dnum) 

Write the SQL queries for the following 



i) Retrieve the name of the employee who works with same department as ravi 

ii)Retrieve the number of dependents for an employee “Ravi” 

iii)Retrieve the name of the managers working in location “DELHI”who has no 

female 

dependents 

iv)List female employees from Dno=20 earning more than 50000 

v)List “CSE” department details 

4. What is SQLJ? How it is different from JDBC. 

5.Draw and explain 3-tier Architecture and technology relevant to each tier. Write 

the advantages of 3- tier architecture. 

6. Write a short note on 

 a)html forms b)Java scripts 

 c)CGI d)Application servers e)Servlets 

MODULE 4 

1.Explain insertion, deletion and modification anomalies. Why are they 

considered bad? Illustrate with example. 

2. Explain 1NF,2NF,3NF with example. 6M 

3. Consider the relation schema R(A,B,C,D,E,F) and the functional dependencies A-

>B,C->DF,AC->E, D->F.What is the primary key of this relation R?What is its 

highest normal form?Preserving the dependency,decompose R into third normal 

form. 

4.Define non-additive join property of a decomposition and write an algorithm for 

testing of non additive join property. 



5. Write the algorithm to find the minimal cover for a sets of FD’s Consider 

R={A,B,C,D,E,F} .FD’s {A->C,AC->D,E->AD,E->H} Find the irreducible cover for this 

set of FD’s(minimal cover) 

6.Given below are two sets of FD’s for a relation R(A,B,C,D,E).Are they equivalent? 

F={A->C,AC->D,E->AD,E->H} and G={A->CD,E->AH} 

MODULE 5 

1.Briefly discuss on the two phase locking protocol used in concurrency control. 

How does it gurantees serializability. 

2.Check whether given schedule is serializable or not using precedence graph. 

Explain with algorithm.  

S1:R1(X) R2(Z) R1(Z) R3(X) R3(Y) W1(X) W3( 

Y) R2(Y) W2(Z) W2(Y) 

3. Explain Basic time stamping algorithm  

4. Explain multi version concurrency control protocols.  

5. Write short notes on the following 

I. transaction rollback and cascading rollback. 

II. transaction support in SQL 

III. shadow paging 

IV. NO-UNDO/REDO Recovery Based on Deferred Update 

V. Recovery Techniques Based on Immediate Update 

6.Briefly explain Transaction Support in SQL  
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 MODULE-1 

1.Define cyber security? Explain the motives of cyber attack.  

2.use extended Euclidean algorithm to find inverse of 12 modulo 79?  

3.Distinguish between: 

• confusion and diffusion ciphers.  

• Block cipher and stream ciphers.  

4. With a near schematic, explain the single round of DES encryption model.  

5.List and explain the various types of vulnerability with common cyber attacks.  

 MODULE-2 

1.Explain RSA operation in detail.  

2.Explain public key cryptography standards(PKCS).  

3.Explain the working of Diffie -Hellman key exchange protocol.  

4.In a RSA system, it is given p=3, q=11, l=7, M=5, find  the cipher text ‘C' and also find message ‘m' from 

decryption.  

5.Define Hash function. Explain the construction of generic cryptographic Hash.  

   MODULE-3 

1.what is digital certificate? Explain the X-509 digital certificate format.  

2.what is secure socket layer? Explain SSL Handshake protocol.  

3.Explain Kerberos with message sequence.  

4.Distinguish shared secret – based authentication and Asymmetric key- based authentication.  

5.Explain Needham-Schroeder protocol version 1 and 2. 

   MODULE-4 

1.Explain function of Firewall.  

2.Explain DDOS attack prevention and detection.  

3.Explain authentication and master session key exchange in 802.11i?  

4.what is instruction detection system (IDS)? Explain different types of IDS.  



5.what is WS-security? Explain the various  types of WS- security.  

   MODULE-5 

1.List and explain the objectives and scope of IT Act.  

2.Explain the various offences and punishments on cyber crime.  

3.Discuss OFFENES defined as per IC Act 2000. 

4.what is information technology act? Discuss scope and objectives.  

5.Explain the process of attribution, acknowledgment and dispatch of electronic records.  
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MODULE 1 

1. . Briefly explain the binary of markup language. 

2. .write a note on XHTML and HTML5 

3. . with an example explain different levels of style sheets 

4. .List out the three types of links and explain them with an example. 

5. .Define CSS and list out its benefits with explanation 

 

MODULE 2 

1. . Discuss the difference between relative and absolute positioning . 

2. . What does floating an element do in CSS ?How do you float an element? 

3. . Explain with a neat diagram how form works ? Discuss about query string 

and micro formats 

4. . Identify the approaches to CSS layouts and explain them in detail 

5. . What is responsive design?why its important ? Explain in detail  

 

MODULE 3 

1. . Discuss the advantages and Disadvantages of client -side scripting . 

2. With a neat diagram , explain client and server script execution. 

3. Write a PHP program to greet the user based on time 

4. .What are s/w layers? What benefits do that provide ? Explain in detail  

5. Compare the server-side Technologies in detail 

 

MODULE 4 



1. . Explain $_GET and $_POST superglobal arrays . 

2. How do you read or write a file on the server from PHP ? Give example 

3. .How do you achieve data encapaulation in PHP? Give example  

4. .What are super global arrays? List and explain. 

5. . Explain with an example ,the two basic techniques to read/write files in 

PHP 

 

MODULE 5 

1. . What does $() short and stand form jQuery ? Explain any 3JQuery form   

selectors . 

2. What are HTTP cookies?How do you handle them in PHP? 

3. .Why is state is a problem for web applications? Explain . 

4. . What are cookies? What is the purpose of it ? Demonstrate cookies with 

PHP program. 

5. Discuss jQuery selectors in detail. 

6. Discuss the following  

        1.session cookies 2. Persistent cookies 3. Session state . 

 

 

7.  
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MODULE 1  

1. .Write a neat diagram ,explain the working principle of photocoupler. 

2. .Write a note on light emitting diode. 

3. .Explain with neat diagram , the construction,  working principle and 

characteristics equation of photodiode . 

4. .With a neat waveform and circuit diagram , explain the working of 

monostable multivibrator. 

5. .Explain with neat diagram R-2R ladder type DAC and derive the expression 

for Vo. 

 

MODULE 2 

1..Realize basic gates using only NAND gates and only NOR gates  

2..Give simplified logic equation of y = €m(1,2,3,10,11,12,13,14,15) using Quine-

Me clunky method. 

3..Find The minimal sum and product using k-map. 

     F(a,b,c,d)= €m(6,7,9,10,13) +d(1,4,5,11) 

4..Minimize the following function for POS using kmap and realize it by using basic 

gates f(a,b,c,d)=piM(0,1,6 ,8,11,12) + d(3,7,4,15) 

5..Minimize the following function for SOP using K-map  and implement it using 

basic gates. 

F(a,b,c,d)= pi M( 5,7,13,14,15) + d(1,2,3,9) 

MODULE 3 

1. .With a neat diagram , explain 3 to 8 line decoder . 

2. .Construct 32:1 MUX and 2:4 decoder . 

3. .Design 7 segment decoder and realize using PLA 



4. .Explain with neat diagram static hazard 0 and its recover method . Implement 

the following function using 3×4×2 PLA 

5. .Design a 4 to 1 MUX , using conditional assign and case statements. 

MODULE 4 

1. . Explain with a neat diagram , VHDL program structure . 

2. . Construct SR gates latch using NAND gates and derive the characteristics 

equation for the same . 

3. .Explain T-flipflop with characteristics equation.  

4. .Write VHDL code for 4 bit adder . 

5. .Explain the application of SR latch in which debouncing technique. 

 

 

MODULE 5 

1. .With neat diagram , explain 4 bit parallel adder with accumulator . 

2. . With diagram explain 4 bit SISO register . 

3. . Write a note on Johnson tail counter . 

4. . Design Mod 5 counter using JK flip-flop. 

5. . Explain 4 bit PIPO shift register with block diagram . 

6. . Write a note on ring counter . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



MODULE 1 

1.Define software engineering.Bring out the difference between generic and bespoke software.list 

software engineering attributes. 

2.Explain incremental development process model with a neat block diagram.List its benefits and 

problems. 

3.Illustrate requirement engineering process with a neat block diagram . 

4.Explain the IEEE standard requirements with its structures. 

5.What is software enginerring.Explain software engineering code of ethics. 

MODULE 2 

1.Define object orientation,list and explain the aspects of object orientation approach. 

2..List and explain the object oriented theory which supports object oriented technology. 

3.Briefly explain links association,odering bags and sequences with an example each. 

4.Explian Generalization and inheritance with an example each. 

5.Explain the following important terms with example. 

i.Identity 

ii.classification 

iii.inheritence 

iv.polymorphism 

 

MODULE 3 

1.What is system modeling.Explain the different prospective that the system model developed. 

2.Illustrate sequence diagram with an example to view patient information. 

3.Explain event driven model with a state diagram of microwave oven application. 

4.Define,design patterns.Briefly explain the essential elements of design pattern. 

5.Explain open source development in detail. 

MODULE 4  



1.Discuss test driven development with its process and list its benefits. 

2.Explain software evolution process with neat block diagram. 

3.discuss Lehurans law of program evolution dynamics. 

4.Explain reengineering process with a neat block diagram. 

5.Describe the 3 types of software maintaince.Why is it sometimes difficult to distinguish between 

them. 

MODULE 5 

1.Discuss project plan.Explain the various sections of project plan. 

2.With a neat diagram explain project scheduling process. 

3.Discuss software qualities and its attributes.Explain process based quality. 

4.Explain software reviews and inspections of quality assurance. 

5.Write any 4 product and process standards. 
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MODULE 1 

1. What is operating systems? Explain multiprogramming and time sharing systems. 

2. Explain dual mode operating in operating with a neat block diagram. 

3. What are system cells? Briefly point out its types. 

4. Explain process states with state transition diagram. Also explain PCB with neat labelled diagram. 

5. With a neat labelled diagram,  explain the concept of virtual machines. 

MODULE 2 

1. What are monitors ? Explain its usage and implementation. 

2. Explain Reader. Write problem with semaphore in detail. 

3. Explain multithreading models. 

4. Define semaphore. Explain its usage and implementation. 

5. Is CPU scheduling necessary? Discuss the five different scheduling criteria used in computing 

scheduling mechanism.  

MODULE 3 

1. What is deadlock ?What are necessary conditions in operating system must satisfy for a deadlock to 

occur. 

2. What is resource allocating graph ?Explain how RAG is very useful in describing deadly embrace by 

considering own example. 

3. What is Translation load aside buffer ?Explain TLB in detail with a simple paging system and a neat 

labelled diagram. 

4. Given the memory partitions of 100k,500k,200k,300k and 600k apply first fit,best fit and worst fit 

algorithms to place 212k,417k,112k and 426k. 

5. Describe both internal and external fragmentation problems encountered in a contiguous memory 

allocation scheme. 

MODULE 4 

1. Explain Demand paging system. 

2. What is thrashing ? How can it be controlled ? 

3. Explain briefly the various operations performed on files. 

4. Explain the various access methods of files. 

5. Explain various allocation methods in implementing file systems. 

MODULE 5 

1. Explain the various disc scheduling algorithm with an example. 

2. Explain access matrix method of system protection. 

3. With a neat labelled diagram explain detail components of a Linux system. 

4. Explain the different IPC mechanisms available in Linux. 

5. Explain process scheduling in Linux. 
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OBJECT ORIENTED CONCEPTS 

                                                               sub code:16CS45 

MODULE 1 

 1 . How do namespaces helps in preventing pollution of the global namespace.                                                                                        

 2 .List and explain any four features of object oriented program 

3 .Explain the following terms 

i) Access specifiers 

ii) Polymorphism 

4 .Can you overload constructor and destructor? Justify with suitable example. 

(05 marks) 

5 .Define friend function. Explain how one can bridge two classes using friend 

Function. Write a C++ program to find the sum of two numbers using friend 

Function. Assume two variables are present in two different class. (10 marks) 

6 .What is a reference variable? Explain. Also write a program in C++ to swap 

two variables of type complex and display the values before and after 

swapping.  

Module 2 

1 .How “ compile once and run anywhere” is implemented in Java, explain.  

2.Write a Java program to sum only first five elements of the array using for 

each loop.  

3 .Explain the operations of the following operators with example 

i) % 

 ii) >>>  

iii) &&  



iv) + (concatenation operator) 

 v) || 

4 .List and explain Java buzzwords. (10 marks) 

5 .What is type casting? Illustrate with an example, what is meant by 

automatic type casting. (05 marks) 

6 .How to declare and accept values for two dimensional arrays in Java.Explain 

with a suitable example. 

MODULE 3 

1  .Describe the various levels of access protections available for packages and 

their implications with suitable examples. (10 marks)  

2 .Compare and contrast method overloading and method overriding with 

suitable example. (06 marks) 

3 .Explain with example, when constructors are called in class hierarchy 

4 .Explain usage of super keyword in Java with suitable examples. 

5 .Define Exception. Write a program which contains one method which will 

throw IllegalAccessException and use proper exception handlers so that 

exception should be printed in the calling function.  

6 .Define and explain different types of inheritance in Java. 

MODULE 4 

1 .What is a thread? Explain different ways of creating a thread. (05 marks) 

2 .With syntax explain the use of isAlive( ) and Join( ) methods. (05 marks) 

3 .How synchronization can be achieved between threads in Java?Explain with 

an example. (10 marks) 

4 .Explain the role of synchronization in producer and consumer problem. (10 

marks) 



5 .What are the differences between suspending and stopping the threads? (05 

marks) 

6 .Explain the adaptor class with an example. (05 marks) 

MODULE 5 

1 .Discuss delegation event model with suitable example. (05 marks) 

2 .Explain with suitable example inner class (05 marks) 

3 .Explain JComboBox with example. (05 marks)  

4 .Explain the following with an example for each and syntax 

i) JLabel 

ii) JTextfield 

iii) JButton 

iv) JComboBox (10 marks) 

5 .Describe the two keys features of swings. (05 marks) 

6 .Create swing applet that has two buttons named beta and gamma. When 

either of the buttons pressed, it should display “beta pressed” and “gamma 

pressed” respectively. 
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COMPUTER NETWORS 

                                                                                  SUB CODE:18CS52 

MODULE 1 

1 .Explain client-server and Peer-to-Peer architecture 6Marks 

2 .Define Socket. Demonstrate the working of TCP Socket 8Marks 

3. Explain the working of BitTorrent for file distribution. 

4.Describe in detail the services offered by DNS and explain DNS message format. 

8Marks 

5. Compare HTTP and SMTP 4Marks 

6. With a diagram explain the interaction of the various DNS servers.  

MODULE 2 

1.Explain the concept of transport layer Multiplexing and De-multiplexing.  

2. With neat diagram, explain TCP segment structure and its fields. 6Marks 

3. Explain in brief, TCP congestion control mechanism. 

4.Explain the stop and wait protocol with FSM representation rdt2.1  

5. With neat diagram, explain Selective Repeat protocol. 6Marks 

6. Explain in brief, TCP connection Management process 

MODULE 3 

1. Explain the three switching techniques 6Marks 

2. Explain distance vector algorithm. 

3.With general format, explain various fields of IPv6. 6Marks 



4. List the broadcast routing algorithms. Explain any two of them 7Marks 

5. Explain the intra-AS routing protocol in detail 7Marks 

6.Explain router architecture 

MODULE 4 

1. What are the elements of network security? Explain the threats to network 

security. 8Marks 

2. Briefly explain the steps of DES algorithm. 6Marks 

3. Discuss about (i) Cryptographic techniques (ii) Authentication techniques  

4. Explain RSA algorithm. Using RSA algorithm encrypt a message m=9. Assume 

p=3 and q=11. Find the public and private keys and also show the cipher text. 

5.Discuss the Secure Hash Algorithm. 6Marks 

6. Write a note on firewalls. 6Marks 

MODULE 5 

1.Briefly explain the properties of Audio and Video 8Marks 

2. List the categories of streaming of stored video. Explain any one of them  

3.Explain the RTP protocol header fields  

4. With neat diagram explain CDN operation 8Marks 

5. Discuss the following (i) Adaptive Streaming (ii) DASH 8Marks 

6. Give the limitations of best effort IP service 
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                                                                              SUB CODE:18CS53 

MODULE 1 

1.Compare DBMS and early file systems bringing out the major advantages of the 

database approach. 6M 

2. With a neat block diagram, explain the architecture of a typical DBMS.  

3.Explain different types of user friendly interfaces and types of user who typically 

use EACH 

4.Define the following with an example: 

(i) Weak entity type (ii) participation constraint 

(iii)cardinality ratio (iv) recursive relationship (v) specialization 

5. Develop an ER diagram for keeping track of information about a company 

database taking into account atleast five entities. 

6.Draw an ER Diagram for University Database by considering at least 5 entities  

MODULE 2 

1.Define the following terms i) Key ii) Super key iii) Candidate key 

iv) Primary key v) Foreign key 

2. Consider the following COMPANY database 

 EMP(Name,SSN,Salary,SuperSSN,Gender,Dno) 

 DEPT(DNum,Dname,MgrSSN,Dno) 

 DEPT_LOC(Dnum,Dlocation) 

 DEPENDENT(ESSN,Dep_name,Sex) 



 WORKS_ON(ESSN,Pno,Hours) 

 PROJECT(Pname,Pnumber,Plocation,Dnum) 

Write the relational algebra queries for the following 

(i)Retrieve the name, address, salary of employees who work for the Research 

department. 

(ii) find the names of employees who work on all projects controlled by 

department number4. 

iii) Retrieve the SSN of all employees who either in department no :4 or directly 

supervise an employee who work in department number :4 

(iv) Retrieve the names of employees who have no dependents 

(v) Retrieve each department number, the number of employees in the 

department and their average salary. 

3. Summarize the steps involved in converting the ER constructs to 

corresponding relational tables. 

4.Explain with example basic constraints that can be specified when a database 

table is created. 

5.Write SQL syntax for the following with example: 

(i) SELECT 

(ii) ALTER 

(iii) UPDATE 

6.Consider the following relation schema 

Works(Pname,Cname,salary) 

Lives(Pname,Street,City) 



located_in (Cname, city) 

Manager(Pname,Mgrname) 

Write the SQL queries for the following 

i) Find the names of all persons who live in the city Bangalore. 

ii) Retrieve the names of all person of "Infosys" whose salary is between Rs .50000 

iii)Find the names of all persons who lives and work in the same city 

iv)List the names of the people who work for “Tech M” along with the cities they 

live in. 

v)Find the average salary of “Infosys” persons 

MODULE 3 

1.Explain the following constructs used in SQL with example: 

(i)Nested queries ii)Aggregate functions iii) Triggers iv)Views and their updability 

v)schema change statements 

2. What is Dynamic SQL? How it is different from Embedded SQL 10M 

3. Consider the following COMPANY database( 10 marks) 

 EMP(Name,SSN,Salary,SuperSSN,Dno) 

 DEPT(DNum,Dname,MgrSSN,Dno) 

 DEPT_LOC(Dnum,Dlocation) 

 DEPENDENT(ESSN,Dep_name,Sex) 

 WORKS_ON(ESSN,Pno,Hours) 

 PROJECT(Pname,Pnumber,Plocation,Dnum) 

Write the SQL queries for the following 



i) Retrieve the name of the employee who works with same department as ravi 

ii)Retrieve the number of dependents for an employee “Ravi” 

iii)Retrieve the name of the managers working in location “DELHI”who has no 

female 

dependents 

iv)List female employees from Dno=20 earning more than 50000 

v)List “CSE” department details 

4. What is SQLJ? How it is different from JDBC. 

5.Draw and explain 3-tier Architecture and technology relevant to each tier. Write 

the advantages of 3- tier architecture. 

6. Write a short note on 

 a)html forms b)Java scripts 

 c)CGI d)Application servers e)Servlets 

MODULE 4 

1.Explain insertion, deletion and modification anomalies. Why are they 

considered bad? Illustrate with example. 

2. Explain 1NF,2NF,3NF with example. 6M 

3. Consider the relation schema R(A,B,C,D,E,F) and the functional dependencies A-

>B,C->DF,AC->E, D->F.What is the primary key of this relation R?What is its 

highest normal form?Preserving the dependency,decompose R into third normal 

form. 

4.Define non-additive join property of a decomposition and write an algorithm for 

testing of non additive join property. 



5. Write the algorithm to find the minimal cover for a sets of FD’s Consider 

R={A,B,C,D,E,F} .FD’s {A->C,AC->D,E->AD,E->H} Find the irreducible cover for this 

set of FD’s(minimal cover) 

6.Given below are two sets of FD’s for a relation R(A,B,C,D,E).Are they equivalent? 

F={A->C,AC->D,E->AD,E->H} and G={A->CD,E->AH} 

MODULE 5 

1.Briefly discuss on the two phase locking protocol used in concurrency control. 

How does it gurantees serializability. 

2.Check whether given schedule is serializable or not using precedence graph. 

Explain with algorithm.  

S1:R1(X) R2(Z) R1(Z) R3(X) R3(Y) W1(X) W3( 

Y) R2(Y) W2(Z) W2(Y) 

3. Explain Basic time stamping algorithm  

4. Explain multi version concurrency control protocols.  

5. Write short notes on the following 

I. transaction rollback and cascading rollback. 

II. transaction support in SQL 

III. shadow paging 

IV. NO-UNDO/REDO Recovery Based on Deferred Update 

V. Recovery Techniques Based on Immediate Update 

6.Briefly explain Transaction Support in SQL  
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 MODULE-1 

1.Define cyber security? Explain the motives of cyber attack.  

2.use extended Euclidean algorithm to find inverse of 12 modulo 79?  

3.Distinguish between: 

• confusion and diffusion ciphers.  

• Block cipher and stream ciphers.  

4. With a near schematic, explain the single round of DES encryption model.  

5.List and explain the various types of vulnerability with common cyber attacks.  

 MODULE-2 

1.Explain RSA operation in detail.  

2.Explain public key cryptography standards(PKCS).  

3.Explain the working of Diffie -Hellman key exchange protocol.  

4.In a RSA system, it is given p=3, q=11, l=7, M=5, find  the cipher text ‘C' and also find message ‘m' from 

decryption.  

5.Define Hash function. Explain the construction of generic cryptographic Hash.  

   MODULE-3 

1.what is digital certificate? Explain the X-509 digital certificate format.  

2.what is secure socket layer? Explain SSL Handshake protocol.  

3.Explain Kerberos with message sequence.  

4.Distinguish shared secret – based authentication and Asymmetric key- based authentication.  

5.Explain Needham-Schroeder protocol version 1 and 2. 

   MODULE-4 

1.Explain function of Firewall.  

2.Explain DDOS attack prevention and detection.  

3.Explain authentication and master session key exchange in 802.11i?  

4.what is instruction detection system (IDS)? Explain different types of IDS.  



5.what is WS-security? Explain the various  types of WS- security.  

   MODULE-5 

1.List and explain the objectives and scope of IT Act.  

2.Explain the various offences and punishments on cyber crime.  

3.Discuss OFFENES defined as per IC Act 2000. 

4.what is information technology act? Discuss scope and objectives.  

5.Explain the process of attribution, acknowledgment and dispatch of electronic records.  
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MODULE 1 

1. . Briefly explain the binary of markup language. 

2. .write a note on XHTML and HTML5 

3. . with an example explain different levels of style sheets 

4. .List out the three types of links and explain them with an example. 

5. .Define CSS and list out its benefits with explanation 

 

MODULE 2 

1. . Discuss the difference between relative and absolute positioning . 

2. . What does floating an element do in CSS ?How do you float an element? 

3. . Explain with a neat diagram how form works ? Discuss about query string 

and micro formats 

4. . Identify the approaches to CSS layouts and explain them in detail 

5. . What is responsive design?why its important ? Explain in detail  

 

MODULE 3 

1. . Discuss the advantages and Disadvantages of client -side scripting . 

2. With a neat diagram , explain client and server script execution. 

3. Write a PHP program to greet the user based on time 

4. .What are s/w layers? What benefits do that provide ? Explain in detail  

5. Compare the server-side Technologies in detail 

 

MODULE 4 



1. . Explain $_GET and $_POST superglobal arrays . 

2. How do you read or write a file on the server from PHP ? Give example 

3. .How do you achieve data encapaulation in PHP? Give example  

4. .What are super global arrays? List and explain. 

5. . Explain with an example ,the two basic techniques to read/write files in 

PHP 

 

MODULE 5 

1. . What does $() short and stand form jQuery ? Explain any 3JQuery form   

selectors . 

2. What are HTTP cookies?How do you handle them in PHP? 

3. .Why is state is a problem for web applications? Explain . 

4. . What are cookies? What is the purpose of it ? Demonstrate cookies with 

PHP program. 

5. Discuss jQuery selectors in detail. 

6. Discuss the following  

        1.session cookies 2. Persistent cookies 3. Session state . 

 

 

7.  
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MODULE 1  

1. .Write a neat diagram ,explain the working principle of photocoupler. 

2. .Write a note on light emitting diode. 

3. .Explain with neat diagram , the construction,  working principle and 

characteristics equation of photodiode . 

4. .With a neat waveform and circuit diagram , explain the working of 

monostable multivibrator. 

5. .Explain with neat diagram R-2R ladder type DAC and derive the expression 

for Vo. 

 

MODULE 2 

1..Realize basic gates using only NAND gates and only NOR gates  

2..Give simplified logic equation of y = €m(1,2,3,10,11,12,13,14,15) using Quine-

Me clunky method. 

3..Find The minimal sum and product using k-map. 

     F(a,b,c,d)= €m(6,7,9,10,13) +d(1,4,5,11) 

4..Minimize the following function for POS using kmap and realize it by using basic 

gates f(a,b,c,d)=piM(0,1,6 ,8,11,12) + d(3,7,4,15) 

5..Minimize the following function for SOP using K-map  and implement it using 

basic gates. 

F(a,b,c,d)= pi M( 5,7,13,14,15) + d(1,2,3,9) 

MODULE 3 

1. .With a neat diagram , explain 3 to 8 line decoder . 

2. .Construct 32:1 MUX and 2:4 decoder . 

3. .Design 7 segment decoder and realize using PLA 



4. .Explain with neat diagram static hazard 0 and its recover method . Implement 

the following function using 3×4×2 PLA 

5. .Design a 4 to 1 MUX , using conditional assign and case statements. 

MODULE 4 

1. . Explain with a neat diagram , VHDL program structure . 

2. . Construct SR gates latch using NAND gates and derive the characteristics 

equation for the same . 

3. .Explain T-flipflop with characteristics equation.  

4. .Write VHDL code for 4 bit adder . 

5. .Explain the application of SR latch in which debouncing technique. 

 

 

MODULE 5 

1. .With neat diagram , explain 4 bit parallel adder with accumulator . 

2. . With diagram explain 4 bit SISO register . 

3. . Write a note on Johnson tail counter . 

4. . Design Mod 5 counter using JK flip-flop. 

5. . Explain 4 bit PIPO shift register with block diagram . 

6. . Write a note on ring counter . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



MODULE 1 

1.Define software engineering.Bring out the difference between generic and bespoke software.list 

software engineering attributes. 

2.Explain incremental development process model with a neat block diagram.List its benefits and 

problems. 

3.Illustrate requirement engineering process with a neat block diagram . 

4.Explain the IEEE standard requirements with its structures. 

5.What is software enginerring.Explain software engineering code of ethics. 

MODULE 2 

1.Define object orientation,list and explain the aspects of object orientation approach. 

2..List and explain the object oriented theory which supports object oriented technology. 

3.Briefly explain links association,odering bags and sequences with an example each. 

4.Explian Generalization and inheritance with an example each. 

5.Explain the following important terms with example. 

i.Identity 

ii.classification 

iii.inheritence 

iv.polymorphism 

 

MODULE 3 

1.What is system modeling.Explain the different prospective that the system model developed. 

2.Illustrate sequence diagram with an example to view patient information. 

3.Explain event driven model with a state diagram of microwave oven application. 

4.Define,design patterns.Briefly explain the essential elements of design pattern. 

5.Explain open source development in detail. 

MODULE 4  



1.Discuss test driven development with its process and list its benefits. 

2.Explain software evolution process with neat block diagram. 

3.discuss Lehurans law of program evolution dynamics. 

4.Explain reengineering process with a neat block diagram. 

5.Describe the 3 types of software maintaince.Why is it sometimes difficult to distinguish between 

them. 

MODULE 5 

1.Discuss project plan.Explain the various sections of project plan. 

2.With a neat diagram explain project scheduling process. 

3.Discuss software qualities and its attributes.Explain process based quality. 

4.Explain software reviews and inspections of quality assurance. 

5.Write any 4 product and process standards. 
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MODULE 1 

1. What is operating systems? Explain multiprogramming and time sharing systems. 

2. Explain dual mode operating in operating with a neat block diagram. 

3. What are system cells? Briefly point out its types. 

4. Explain process states with state transition diagram. Also explain PCB with neat labelled diagram. 

5. With a neat labelled diagram,  explain the concept of virtual machines. 

MODULE 2 

1. What are monitors ? Explain its usage and implementation. 

2. Explain Reader. Write problem with semaphore in detail. 

3. Explain multithreading models. 

4. Define semaphore. Explain its usage and implementation. 

5. Is CPU scheduling necessary? Discuss the five different scheduling criteria used in computing 

scheduling mechanism.  

MODULE 3 

1. What is deadlock ?What are necessary conditions in operating system must satisfy for a deadlock to 

occur. 

2. What is resource allocating graph ?Explain how RAG is very useful in describing deadly embrace by 

considering own example. 

3. What is Translation load aside buffer ?Explain TLB in detail with a simple paging system and a neat 

labelled diagram. 

4. Given the memory partitions of 100k,500k,200k,300k and 600k apply first fit,best fit and worst fit 

algorithms to place 212k,417k,112k and 426k. 

5. Describe both internal and external fragmentation problems encountered in a contiguous memory 

allocation scheme. 

MODULE 4 

1. Explain Demand paging system. 

2. What is thrashing ? How can it be controlled ? 

3. Explain briefly the various operations performed on files. 

4. Explain the various access methods of files. 

5. Explain various allocation methods in implementing file systems. 

MODULE 5 

1. Explain the various disc scheduling algorithm with an example. 

2. Explain access matrix method of system protection. 

3. With a neat labelled diagram explain detail components of a Linux system. 

4. Explain the different IPC mechanisms available in Linux. 

5. Explain process scheduling in Linux. 
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                                                               sub code:16CS45 

MODULE 1 

 1 . How do namespaces helps in preventing pollution of the global namespace.                                                                                        

 2 .List and explain any four features of object oriented program 

3 .Explain the following terms 

i) Access specifiers 

ii) Polymorphism 

4 .Can you overload constructor and destructor? Justify with suitable example. 

(05 marks) 

5 .Define friend function. Explain how one can bridge two classes using friend 

Function. Write a C++ program to find the sum of two numbers using friend 

Function. Assume two variables are present in two different class. (10 marks) 

6 .What is a reference variable? Explain. Also write a program in C++ to swap 

two variables of type complex and display the values before and after 

swapping.  

Module 2 

1 .How “ compile once and run anywhere” is implemented in Java, explain.  

2.Write a Java program to sum only first five elements of the array using for 

each loop.  

3 .Explain the operations of the following operators with example 

i) % 

 ii) >>>  

iii) &&  



iv) + (concatenation operator) 

 v) || 

4 .List and explain Java buzzwords. (10 marks) 

5 .What is type casting? Illustrate with an example, what is meant by 

automatic type casting. (05 marks) 

6 .How to declare and accept values for two dimensional arrays in Java.Explain 

with a suitable example. 

MODULE 3 

1  .Describe the various levels of access protections available for packages and 

their implications with suitable examples. (10 marks)  

2 .Compare and contrast method overloading and method overriding with 

suitable example. (06 marks) 

3 .Explain with example, when constructors are called in class hierarchy 

4 .Explain usage of super keyword in Java with suitable examples. 

5 .Define Exception. Write a program which contains one method which will 

throw IllegalAccessException and use proper exception handlers so that 

exception should be printed in the calling function.  

6 .Define and explain different types of inheritance in Java. 

MODULE 4 

1 .What is a thread? Explain different ways of creating a thread. (05 marks) 

2 .With syntax explain the use of isAlive( ) and Join( ) methods. (05 marks) 

3 .How synchronization can be achieved between threads in Java?Explain with 

an example. (10 marks) 

4 .Explain the role of synchronization in producer and consumer problem. (10 

marks) 



5 .What are the differences between suspending and stopping the threads? (05 

marks) 

6 .Explain the adaptor class with an example. (05 marks) 

MODULE 5 

1 .Discuss delegation event model with suitable example. (05 marks) 

2 .Explain with suitable example inner class (05 marks) 

3 .Explain JComboBox with example. (05 marks)  

4 .Explain the following with an example for each and syntax 

i) JLabel 

ii) JTextfield 

iii) JButton 

iv) JComboBox (10 marks) 

5 .Describe the two keys features of swings. (05 marks) 

6 .Create swing applet that has two buttons named beta and gamma. When 

either of the buttons pressed, it should display “beta pressed” and “gamma 

pressed” respectively. 
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MODULE 1 

1 .Explain client-server and Peer-to-Peer architecture 6Marks 

2 .Define Socket. Demonstrate the working of TCP Socket 8Marks 

3. Explain the working of BitTorrent for file distribution. 

4.Describe in detail the services offered by DNS and explain DNS message format. 

8Marks 

5. Compare HTTP and SMTP 4Marks 

6. With a diagram explain the interaction of the various DNS servers.  

MODULE 2 

1.Explain the concept of transport layer Multiplexing and De-multiplexing.  

2. With neat diagram, explain TCP segment structure and its fields. 6Marks 

3. Explain in brief, TCP congestion control mechanism. 

4.Explain the stop and wait protocol with FSM representation rdt2.1  

5. With neat diagram, explain Selective Repeat protocol. 6Marks 

6. Explain in brief, TCP connection Management process 

MODULE 3 

1. Explain the three switching techniques 6Marks 

2. Explain distance vector algorithm. 

3.With general format, explain various fields of IPv6. 6Marks 



4. List the broadcast routing algorithms. Explain any two of them 7Marks 

5. Explain the intra-AS routing protocol in detail 7Marks 

6.Explain router architecture 

MODULE 4 

1. What are the elements of network security? Explain the threats to network 

security. 8Marks 

2. Briefly explain the steps of DES algorithm. 6Marks 

3. Discuss about (i) Cryptographic techniques (ii) Authentication techniques  

4. Explain RSA algorithm. Using RSA algorithm encrypt a message m=9. Assume 

p=3 and q=11. Find the public and private keys and also show the cipher text. 

5.Discuss the Secure Hash Algorithm. 6Marks 

6. Write a note on firewalls. 6Marks 

MODULE 5 

1.Briefly explain the properties of Audio and Video 8Marks 

2. List the categories of streaming of stored video. Explain any one of them  

3.Explain the RTP protocol header fields  

4. With neat diagram explain CDN operation 8Marks 

5. Discuss the following (i) Adaptive Streaming (ii) DASH 8Marks 

6. Give the limitations of best effort IP service 
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MODULE 1 

1.Compare DBMS and early file systems bringing out the major advantages of the 

database approach. 6M 

2. With a neat block diagram, explain the architecture of a typical DBMS.  

3.Explain different types of user friendly interfaces and types of user who typically 

use EACH 

4.Define the following with an example: 

(i) Weak entity type (ii) participation constraint 

(iii)cardinality ratio (iv) recursive relationship (v) specialization 

5. Develop an ER diagram for keeping track of information about a company 

database taking into account atleast five entities. 

6.Draw an ER Diagram for University Database by considering at least 5 entities  

MODULE 2 

1.Define the following terms i) Key ii) Super key iii) Candidate key 

iv) Primary key v) Foreign key 

2. Consider the following COMPANY database 

 EMP(Name,SSN,Salary,SuperSSN,Gender,Dno) 

 DEPT(DNum,Dname,MgrSSN,Dno) 

 DEPT_LOC(Dnum,Dlocation) 

 DEPENDENT(ESSN,Dep_name,Sex) 



 WORKS_ON(ESSN,Pno,Hours) 

 PROJECT(Pname,Pnumber,Plocation,Dnum) 

Write the relational algebra queries for the following 

(i)Retrieve the name, address, salary of employees who work for the Research 

department. 

(ii) find the names of employees who work on all projects controlled by 

department number4. 

iii) Retrieve the SSN of all employees who either in department no :4 or directly 

supervise an employee who work in department number :4 

(iv) Retrieve the names of employees who have no dependents 

(v) Retrieve each department number, the number of employees in the 

department and their average salary. 

3. Summarize the steps involved in converting the ER constructs to 

corresponding relational tables. 

4.Explain with example basic constraints that can be specified when a database 

table is created. 

5.Write SQL syntax for the following with example: 

(i) SELECT 

(ii) ALTER 

(iii) UPDATE 

6.Consider the following relation schema 

Works(Pname,Cname,salary) 

Lives(Pname,Street,City) 



located_in (Cname, city) 

Manager(Pname,Mgrname) 

Write the SQL queries for the following 

i) Find the names of all persons who live in the city Bangalore. 

ii) Retrieve the names of all person of "Infosys" whose salary is between Rs .50000 

iii)Find the names of all persons who lives and work in the same city 

iv)List the names of the people who work for “Tech M” along with the cities they 

live in. 

v)Find the average salary of “Infosys” persons 

MODULE 3 

1.Explain the following constructs used in SQL with example: 

(i)Nested queries ii)Aggregate functions iii) Triggers iv)Views and their updability 

v)schema change statements 

2. What is Dynamic SQL? How it is different from Embedded SQL 10M 

3. Consider the following COMPANY database( 10 marks) 

 EMP(Name,SSN,Salary,SuperSSN,Dno) 

 DEPT(DNum,Dname,MgrSSN,Dno) 

 DEPT_LOC(Dnum,Dlocation) 

 DEPENDENT(ESSN,Dep_name,Sex) 

 WORKS_ON(ESSN,Pno,Hours) 

 PROJECT(Pname,Pnumber,Plocation,Dnum) 

Write the SQL queries for the following 



i) Retrieve the name of the employee who works with same department as ravi 

ii)Retrieve the number of dependents for an employee “Ravi” 

iii)Retrieve the name of the managers working in location “DELHI”who has no 

female 

dependents 

iv)List female employees from Dno=20 earning more than 50000 

v)List “CSE” department details 

4. What is SQLJ? How it is different from JDBC. 

5.Draw and explain 3-tier Architecture and technology relevant to each tier. Write 

the advantages of 3- tier architecture. 

6. Write a short note on 

 a)html forms b)Java scripts 

 c)CGI d)Application servers e)Servlets 

MODULE 4 

1.Explain insertion, deletion and modification anomalies. Why are they 

considered bad? Illustrate with example. 

2. Explain 1NF,2NF,3NF with example. 6M 

3. Consider the relation schema R(A,B,C,D,E,F) and the functional dependencies A-

>B,C->DF,AC->E, D->F.What is the primary key of this relation R?What is its 

highest normal form?Preserving the dependency,decompose R into third normal 

form. 

4.Define non-additive join property of a decomposition and write an algorithm for 

testing of non additive join property. 



5. Write the algorithm to find the minimal cover for a sets of FD’s Consider 

R={A,B,C,D,E,F} .FD’s {A->C,AC->D,E->AD,E->H} Find the irreducible cover for this 

set of FD’s(minimal cover) 

6.Given below are two sets of FD’s for a relation R(A,B,C,D,E).Are they equivalent? 

F={A->C,AC->D,E->AD,E->H} and G={A->CD,E->AH} 

MODULE 5 

1.Briefly discuss on the two phase locking protocol used in concurrency control. 

How does it gurantees serializability. 

2.Check whether given schedule is serializable or not using precedence graph. 

Explain with algorithm.  

S1:R1(X) R2(Z) R1(Z) R3(X) R3(Y) W1(X) W3( 

Y) R2(Y) W2(Z) W2(Y) 

3. Explain Basic time stamping algorithm  

4. Explain multi version concurrency control protocols.  

5. Write short notes on the following 

I. transaction rollback and cascading rollback. 

II. transaction support in SQL 

III. shadow paging 

IV. NO-UNDO/REDO Recovery Based on Deferred Update 

V. Recovery Techniques Based on Immediate Update 

6.Briefly explain Transaction Support in SQL  
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 MODULE-1 

1.Define cyber security? Explain the motives of cyber attack.  

2.use extended Euclidean algorithm to find inverse of 12 modulo 79?  

3.Distinguish between: 

• confusion and diffusion ciphers.  

• Block cipher and stream ciphers.  

4. With a near schematic, explain the single round of DES encryption model.  

5.List and explain the various types of vulnerability with common cyber attacks.  

 MODULE-2 

1.Explain RSA operation in detail.  

2.Explain public key cryptography standards(PKCS).  

3.Explain the working of Diffie -Hellman key exchange protocol.  

4.In a RSA system, it is given p=3, q=11, l=7, M=5, find  the cipher text ‘C' and also find message ‘m' from 

decryption.  

5.Define Hash function. Explain the construction of generic cryptographic Hash.  

   MODULE-3 

1.what is digital certificate? Explain the X-509 digital certificate format.  

2.what is secure socket layer? Explain SSL Handshake protocol.  

3.Explain Kerberos with message sequence.  

4.Distinguish shared secret – based authentication and Asymmetric key- based authentication.  

5.Explain Needham-Schroeder protocol version 1 and 2. 

   MODULE-4 

1.Explain function of Firewall.  

2.Explain DDOS attack prevention and detection.  

3.Explain authentication and master session key exchange in 802.11i?  

4.what is instruction detection system (IDS)? Explain different types of IDS.  



5.what is WS-security? Explain the various  types of WS- security.  

   MODULE-5 

1.List and explain the objectives and scope of IT Act.  

2.Explain the various offences and punishments on cyber crime.  

3.Discuss OFFENES defined as per IC Act 2000. 

4.what is information technology act? Discuss scope and objectives.  

5.Explain the process of attribution, acknowledgment and dispatch of electronic records.  
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MODULE 1 

1. . Briefly explain the binary of markup language. 

2. .write a note on XHTML and HTML5 

3. . with an example explain different levels of style sheets 

4. .List out the three types of links and explain them with an example. 

5. .Define CSS and list out its benefits with explanation 

 

MODULE 2 

1. . Discuss the difference between relative and absolute positioning . 

2. . What does floating an element do in CSS ?How do you float an element? 

3. . Explain with a neat diagram how form works ? Discuss about query string 

and micro formats 

4. . Identify the approaches to CSS layouts and explain them in detail 

5. . What is responsive design?why its important ? Explain in detail  

 

MODULE 3 

1. . Discuss the advantages and Disadvantages of client -side scripting . 

2. With a neat diagram , explain client and server script execution. 

3. Write a PHP program to greet the user based on time 

4. .What are s/w layers? What benefits do that provide ? Explain in detail  

5. Compare the server-side Technologies in detail 

 

MODULE 4 



1. . Explain $_GET and $_POST superglobal arrays . 

2. How do you read or write a file on the server from PHP ? Give example 

3. .How do you achieve data encapaulation in PHP? Give example  

4. .What are super global arrays? List and explain. 

5. . Explain with an example ,the two basic techniques to read/write files in 

PHP 

 

MODULE 5 

1. . What does $() short and stand form jQuery ? Explain any 3JQuery form   

selectors . 

2. What are HTTP cookies?How do you handle them in PHP? 

3. .Why is state is a problem for web applications? Explain . 

4. . What are cookies? What is the purpose of it ? Demonstrate cookies with 

PHP program. 

5. Discuss jQuery selectors in detail. 

6. Discuss the following  

        1.session cookies 2. Persistent cookies 3. Session state . 

 

 

7.  

 

 

 

 

 

 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































